Abstract 22
Under the neutral theory, species with larger effective population sizes are expected to 23 harbour higher genetic diversity. However, across a wide variety of organisms, the range of 24 genetic diversity is orders of magnitude more narrow than the range of effective population 25 size. This observation has become known as Lewontin's paradox and although aspects of this 26 phenomenon have been extensively studied, the underlying causes for the paradox remain 27 unclear. Norway spruce (Picea abies) is a widely distributed conifer species across the 28 northern hemisphere and it consequently plays a major role in European forestry. Here, we 29 use whole-genome re-sequencing data from 35 individuals to perform population genomic 30 analyses in P. abies in an effort to understand what drives genome-wide patterns of 31 variation in this species. Despite having a very wide geographic distribution and an enormous 32 current population size, our analyses find that genetic diversity of P.abies is low across a 33 number of populations (π=0.005-0.006). To assess the reasons for the low levels of genetic 34 diversity, we infer the demographic history of the species and find that it is characterised by 35 several re-occurring bottlenecks with concomitant decreases in effective population size can, 36 at least partly, provide an explanation for low polymorphism we observe in P. abies. Further 37 analyses suggest that recurrent natural selection, both purifying and positive selection, can 38 also contribute to the loss of genetic diversity in Norway spruce by reducing genetic diversity 39 Introduction 45 Explaining the distribution of genetic diversity within and between species is one of 46 the major goals of evolutionary biology (Begun et al. 2007 ; Wang et al. 2016 ). This question 47 has several important applications (Ellegren and Galtier 2016) including the conservation of 48 endangered species (Forcada and Hoffman 2014) , and development of breeding strategies in 49 crops (Khodadadi et al. 2011 ) and farm animals (Edea et al. 2015) . Ultimately, genetic 50 diversity reflects the balance between the appearance and disappearance of unique variants. 51
Spontaneous mutation give rise to new variants and under the neutral theory, the ultimate loss 52 or fixation of these new variants is governed by genetic drift (Kimura 1983 ). Therefore, 53 species with larger effective populations are expected to harbour higher genetic diversity due 54 to a greater influx of mutations and smaller effects of genetic drift. However, observations 55 suggest that the range of genetic diversity among different organisms is orders of magnitude 56 more narrow than the corresponding range of effective population sizes (Leffler et al 2012) . 57
This long-standing issue in evolutionary biology is known as 'Lewontin's paradox' (Lewontin 58 1974; Leffler et al. 2012) . 59
One potential resolution to Lewontin's paradox is the influence from demographic 60 fluctuations (Ellegren and Galtier 2016) as a consequence of various historical events, such as 61 glacial periods (Leite et al. 2016 ), geological events (Yan et al. 2013) or human intervention 62 (Qiu et al. 2015) . A sharp and rapid decrease in the size of a population (bottleneck), for 63 example, can result in a substantial loss of genetic diversity due to enhanced genetic drift and 64 reduced efficacy of natural selection. Another possible explanation for Lewontin's paradox is 65 natural selection which reduce levels of neutral polymorphism at sites linked to beneficial 66 mutations under positive selection ("hitchhiking") (Smith and Haigh 1974) and/or sites under 67 purifying selection acting on deleterious mutations ("background selection") (Charlesworth et 68 al. 1995; Corbett-Detig et al. 2015) . If natural selection is pervasive across the genome of an 69 organism, such linked selection can result in severe reductions of the genome-wide average 70 nucleotide diversity. A hallmark signature of such linked selection is a positive correlation 71 between recombination rate and neutral diversity, as the influence of linkage is expected to be 72 stronger, and will hence remove more neutral polymorphisms, in regions of low compared to 73 high recombination. Such a pattern is unlikely to arise from demographic processes alone 74 (Cutter and natural selection, linked selection should be stronger in gene dense regions, resulting in an 80 expectation of a negative correlation between gene density and neutral diversity. However, 81 spurious results can be generated when two explanatory variables co-vary but are analysed 82 separately and a positive or negative covariation between recombination rate and gene density 83 are thus expected to either obscure or strengthen the signatures of linked selection across the 84 genome (Flowers et al. 2012; Ellegren and Galtier 2016) . Finally, the "drift-barrier" 85 hypothesis states that species with larger populations tend to have lower mutation rates 86 (Lynch et al. 2016 Norway spruce (P. abies) is one of the most important ecological and economical conifers 106 and has wide natural distribution that range from the west coast of Norway to the Ural 107 mountains and across the Alps, Carpathians and the Balkans in central Europe (Farjon 1990 ; up possibilities for whole genome re-sequencing in this species and thus makes it possible to 114 assess genome-wide levels of nucleotide diversity. Here we use data from whole genome re-115 sequencing in a set of tree samples spanning the distribution range of P. abies and study how 116 patterns of nucleotide diversity vary across the genome in Norway spruce. 117
Materials and Methods

118
Sample collection and DNA sequencing 119 We sampled 35 individuals of Norway spruce (P. abies) spanning the natural 120 distribution of the species, extending from Russia and Finland in the east to Sweden and 121 Norway in the west and Belarus, Poland and Romania in the south ( Supplementary Table S1 ; 122
Supplementary Figure S1 ). Samples were collected from newly emerged needles or dormant 123 buds and stored at -80 ºC until DNA extraction. For all samples, genomic DNA was extracted 124 using a Qiagen plant mini kit following manufacturer's instructions. All sequencing was 125 performed at the National Genomics Initiative platform (NGI) at SciLifeLab facilities in 126
Stockholm, Sweden using paired-end libraries with an insert size of 500bp. Sequencing was 127 performed using a number of different Illumina HiSeq platforms (HiSeq 2000 and HiSeq X). 128
The original location, platform used, estimated coverage from raw sequencing reads and of 129 BAM files after mapping is given for all individuals in Supplementary Table S1 . 130 analysing genome-wide sequencing data from such massive genomes using a highly 136 fragmented genome assembly (~10M unique scaffolds) is difficult using existing software. In 137 particular, the limiting variable is the number of genomic scaffolds which is far greater than 138 what existing software can handle. In order to efficiently analyse the data we therefore 139 performed several steps to reduce the computational complexity of the SNP calling process by 140 subsetting data sets into a number of smaller data sets. The smaller subsets enabled us to 141 curate the data in parallel and were crucial for enabling software tools, such as GATK, to 142 function properly. 143
Data subsets, SNP calling and hard filtering
Following read mapping against the entire reference genome, we reduced the 144 reference genome by only keeping genomic scaffolds greater than 1kb in length using bioawk 145 (https://github.com/lh3/bioawk). All BAM files were then subsetted using the reduced 146 We repeated the analyses to estimate pairwise nucleotide diversity at different 214 categories of functional sites: 4-fold synonymous sites, 0-fold non-synonymous sites, introns 215 and intergenic sites. Bed files for these different genomic regions were generated from the 216 genome annotation for P. abies v1.0 (available from 217 ftp://plantgenie.org/Data/ConGenIE/Picea_abies/v1.0/GFF3/) using a custom-made python 218 script (https://github.com/parkingvarsson/Degeneracy/). Separate VCF files were then 219 generated for the different site categories from the original VCF files based on the genomic 220 bed files using vcftools and were used as input for ANGSD. When computing the global SFS 221 for all SNPs and for intergenic variants in the Sweden-Norway population, we randomly 222 down-sampled number of SNPs to 50% to reduce the computational cost and enable ANGSD 223 to perform analyses. 224
Demographic history inference 225
The demographic history was also inferred based on all SNPs using a coalescent 226 simulation-based method implemented in fastsimcoal2 v2.6.0.3 (Excoffier et al. 2013 ). We 227 estimated the folded two-dimensional joint site frequency spectrum (2D SFS) to minimize 228 potential bias arising when determining ancestral allelic states using a custom made perl script 229 (https://github.com/wk8910/bio_tools/tree/master/01.dadi_fsc). Eight plausible demographic 230 models were then tested. All models included three current-day populations that were derived 231 from a common ancestral population that experienced an ancient population bottleneck. 232
Following the bottleneck, the Central Europe was assumed to diverge from the ancestral 233 population, followed by the divergence between of the Finnish and Swedish/Norwegian 234 populations (Supplementary Figure S3 ). The models differed depending on population sizes 235 following divergence and whether individual populations went through further bottlenecks. 236
For each model, we ran 50 independent runs to calculate global maximization likelihood, with 237 100,000 coalescent simulations per likelihood estimation (-n10000) and 20 conditional 238 maximization algorithm cycles (-L20). The best model was chosen using Akaike's weight of 239 evidence as described in Excoffier et al. (2013) . To obtain the 95% confidence interval of the 240 best model, we generated 100 parametric bootstraps based on the maximum likelihood 241 parameters estimated in best model and ran 50 independent runs for each bootstrap using the 242 same settings as for the analyses of the original dataset. A mutation rate of 8. Supplementary Table S1 ). Raw reads were mapped to the 272 whole genome assembly v1.0 of Norway spruce, which contain ~10 million scaffolds 273 covering 12.6 Gb out of the estimated genome size of ~20 Gb (Nystedt et al. 2013 ). BAM 274 files were reduced to include only scaffolds longer than 1kb (~2 million scaffolds covering 275 9.5 Gb of the genome). For each individual, all reduced BAM files were merged into a single 276 BAM file and then were subdivided into 20 genomic subsets with ~100,000 scaffolds in each. 277
These genomic subsets covered lengths ranging from 159.1 Mb (subset 12) to 2654.8 Mb 278 (subset 1) with an average scaffold length of 4.8 kb ( Supplementary Table S2 ). After read 279 mapping we successively performed PCR duplication removal, local realignment and finally 280 variant calling resulting in 20 raw VCF files containing a total of 749.6 million variants of 281 which 709.5 million were single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) ( Supplementary Table  282 S2). A series of stringent filtering criteria were implemented on the raw variant calls to 283 identify high-quality SNPs (see "Materials and Methods" section for details). Following 284 filtration, 293.9 million SNPs remained for all downstream analyses. These SNPs were 285 distributed over 63.2% of the 1,970,460 scaffolds in the reduced assembly reference 286 containing scaffolds longer than 1kb ( Supplementary Table S2 ). 287 Table S4 . 344 Pairwise nucleotide diversity (π) across the P.abies genome was relatively low (Table  345 1). Based on all sites, the Finland population harboured the highest nucleotide diversity with 346 0.00631±0.00564 (mean ± SD), followed by Sweden-Norway (0.00625±0.00516) with 347
Population structure
343
Low level of genome-wide nucleotide diversity in Norway spruce
Central-Europe population showing the lowest pairwise nucleotide diversity 348 (0.00494±0.00462) ( Table 1) . We observed the same pattern across populations when 349 analysing different functional categories of sites separately. One explanation for the higher 350 Intergenic sites 0.00495±0.00463 0.00632±0.00564 0.00626±0.00517
All sites 0.00494±0.00462 0.00631±0.00564 0.00625±0.00516
370
For the various genomic contexts we found that levels of nucleotide diversity were 371 highest at intergenic sites, followed by introns, 4-fold synonymous sites with lowest levels of 372 diversity seen at 0-fold non-synonymous sites ( Table 1) . As every possible mutation at 373 fourfold degenerate sites is synonymous, 4-fold synonymous sites are often assumed to be 374 neutral or nearly neutral (Andolfatto 2005; Filatov et al. 2018 ) and the lower diversity we 375 observe at non-synonymous sites is thus consistent with purifying selection eliminating 376 deleterious mutations that affect protein coding genes in P. abies. Earlier research have also 377 suggested pervasive purifying selection in P. abies by showing lower frequency of differences 378 at non-synonymous SNPs relative to silent sites based on pooled population sequencing 379 (Chen et al. 2016) . In contrast to variants located in genes, intergenic regions had 380 substantially higher levels of nucleotide diversity in all three populations, which may reflect 381 either relaxed selective constraints or possibly higher mutation rates in these regions. Another 382 possible explanation is that read mapping errors are higher in intergenic regions since these 383 regions contain a greater fraction of repetitive sequences. We have tried to filter away such 384 regions (see Material and Methods) and we do not observe a strong correlation between 385 intergenic diversity and repeat density (Supplementary Figure S6) . However, we cannot be 386 entirely sure that we have successfully eliminated all such regions. Higher nucleotide 387 diversities in intergenic regions have been observed also in the chloroplast genome of P. abies 388 Table S3 ). In this model, a common ancestral population experience a population contraction 436 followed by the split of the Central-Europe population, followed by the divergence of the 437 Sweden-Norway and Finland populations. All three sub-populations subsequently experience 438 bottlenecks that lasted until ~ 28,5 kya (1.65-103.1 kya) ( Figure 1D; Supplementary  439 TableS4). The ancestral effective population size of P. abies was much larger than current day 440 populations, with an estimated effective population size of 76,515-457,249 (95% CI). This 441 population went through a sharp bottleneck, reducing the effective size to 2,216-24,608 442 approximately 45.6 million years ago (mya) (12.7-62.7 mya). This bottleneck may reflect the 443 influence from the Paleogene, when the global climate showed a significant cooling trend in The inferred demographic history for the Central-Europe population, which appears to 453 have experienced a longer period of the most recent bottleneck, coincides with this population 454 also having the lowest levels of nucleotide diversity. Mountain regions are known to be 455 habitats suitable for species survival during drastic climate fluctuations since they allow 456 species to respond to climatic change by moving along a altitudinal gradient and such 457 movements are further expected to promote population divergence on a regional scale 458 (Tollefsrud et al. 2008) . Southern areas in Europe, such as the Alps and Carpathians, as well 459 as the mountains adjacent to the northern Scandinavian coastline have already been identified 460 as likely refuges for many species during the last glacial age (Dahl 1995 
Pervasive molecular signal of natural selection by linkage 474
Genetic hitchhiking is the process by which an allele experiences a change in 475 frequency because it is physically located in the vicinity of another allele that is under 476 positive selection. Such selective sweeps will consequently reduce the level of diversity not 477 only at the selected locus but also at nearby sites (Smith and Haigh 1974) . Similarly, 478 background selection also removes genetic diversity at sites linked to deleterious mutations 479 that are under purifying selection in a population (Charlesworth et al. 1995) . Therefore, 480 natural selection via either positive selection favouring advantage mutations ("hitchhiking") 481 or purifying selection against deleterious mutations ("background selection") is expected to 482 also affect standing levels of genetic diversity in a species (Corbett-Detig et al 2015) . 483
If natural selection is widespread across the genome, it can lead to a reduction in neutral 484 genetic diversity in regions of low recombination (Begun and Aquadro 1992) since sites in 485 such regions are expected to experience stronger effects of linked selection. Such patterns 486 have already been observed across a wide range of animals and plants, and has been used to 487 support the view that linked selection is a powerful force affecting genome-wide level of 488 genetic diversity in many species (Corbett-Detig et al. 2015) . In accordance with the 489 expectations from linked selection, we observe a positive correlation between nucleotide 490 diversity at 4-fold synonymous sites and an LD-based estimate of the population-scaled 491 recombination rate in all three populations. A simple linear regression model further showed 492 that variation in recombination rate explained 2.6-3.4% of the genome-wide levels of 493 variation at neutral 4-fold synonymous sites in the three populations ( Figure 2 ). We observed 494 the weakest association between neutral 4-fold diversity and recombination rate in the 495 Central-Europe population, likely reflecting the more severe and extended bottleneck seen in 496 this population ( Figure 1D ). When we analyse correlations between recombination rates and 497 nucleotide diversity at 0-fold non-synonymous sites, sites located in introns or in intergenic 498 regions, we also observe positive correlations. Across all genomic contexts, the strongest 499 correlation between diversity and recombination rate was observed at intergenic sites, ranging 500 from 0.419 to 0.601 in the three populations ( Figure 2 ). In line with this, a relatively large 501 fraction (22.2% -26.0%) of the variation in genetic diversity can be explained by variation in 502 the recombination rate at intergenic sites ( Figure 2) . The higher levels of nucleotide diversity 503 we observe in intergenic regions can at least partly explain this, as the power to detect any 504 relationship between diversity and recombination rate is likely also higher in these regions 505 (Table 1) 
511
Best fitting regression lines are depicted in grey.
513
If the positive relationship between nucleotide diversity and recombination rate was 514 merely caused by the mutagenic effect of recombination, similar patterns should also be 515 observed between divergence and recombination rate (Kulathinal et al. 2008; Wang et al. 516 2016) . We therefore also assessed correlations between divergence and recombination rate at 517 the different classes of sites (4-fold, 0-fold, introns and intergenic sites) and the results show 518 no correlations (linear regression r 2 <1%, Figure 3 ). The positive correlation we observe 519 between nucleotide diversity and recombination rate is consequently driven by linked 520 selection rather than through mutagenic recombination. 521 ). We found no correlation between gene density and diversity at intronic sites and the 544 impact of gene density on diversity in introns was negligible (<1%) ( Supplementary Figure  545   S4 ). The strongest correlation we observed was between gene density and diversity of 0-fold 546 sites, possibly reflecting that non-synonymous substitutions are under stronger selection. 547
However, spurious results can be generated when two explanatory variables co-vary but are 548 analysed separately, for example, a negative covariation of recombination rate and gene 549 density will strengthen the signatures of linked selection across the genome (Flowers et al. 550 2012; Ellegren and Galtier 2016). We therefore also assessed the correlation between 551 recombination rate and gene density. We found no correlation between gene density and 552 recombination rates in Central-Europe or Finland population (linear regression r 2 <1%) 553 (Supplementary Figure S5 ). However, we detect a significantly negative correlation in the 554 Sweden-Norway population ( Figure S5 ), which could help explain why we also observed the 555 strongest negative correlation between functional diversity and gene density in this 556 population. We did not observe correlations (Supplementary Figure S6 extremely low intraspecific genetic diversity (e.g. π synonymous =0.00093) despite achieving 587 extremely high census population sizes in nature due to high rates of clonal growth. They also 588 estimated a very low spontaneous mutation rate (at least seven times lower than estimates in 589 other multicellular eukaryotes). This is an example of a species showing a low level of genetic 590 diversity despite having a wide current natural distribution and where selection may have 591 reduced mutation rates to very low levels. De La Torre et al. (2017) showed that the mutation 592 rate of gymnosperms are, on average, seven times lower than in angiosperms based on data 593 from a set of 42 orthologous, single-copy genes. A low mutation rate might thus also help 594 explain the low levels of nucleotide diversity that are observed across most conifers (see 595 Introduction). 596
Conclusion
597
Under the neutral theory species with larger effective population size are expected to 598 have higher levels of genetic diversity (Kimura 1983 ). However, observations have suggested 599 that the range of effective population sizes across species exceeds the observed range of 600 genetic diversity by several orders of magnitude (Lewontin 1974; Leffler et al. 2012 ) and this 601 long-standing issue is now known as Lewontin's paradox (Lewontin 1974) . Norway spruce 602 has a wide natural geographic distribution across the northern hemisphere (Farjon 1990 with similar distribution ranges. Our analyses of nucleotide diversity in P. abies by whole 607 genome re-sequencing data support the view that genome-wide levels of nucleotide diversity 608 is low and of the same order of magnitude as seen in earlier studies, even if these have been 609 based almost exclusively on a limited set of short genomic fragments from predominantly 610 coding regions. 611
We have focused on identifying potential factors that can help explain the low levels 612 of genetic diversity seen in P. abies. Population structure in our sample is characterised by 613 three relatively well-defined clusters that closely correspond to the geographic origin of 614 samples from Central Europe, Finland, Sweden/Norway. The demographic history for all 615 three populations is characterised by an ancient bottleneck in an ancestral population and 616 more recent bottlenecks that coincides with the last glacial maximum across all populations. 617
Population size has only recently recovered, suggesting that reductions in effective population 618 size throughout the history of the species is an important contributor to the low intraspecific 619 diversity. We also observe a positive correlation between nucleotide diversity and 620 recombination rate across both genic and intergenic regions, suggesting widespread action of 621 linkage selection across the P. abies genome and such linked selection can also contribute to 622 the species-wide loss of genetic diversity. A weak, but significant negative correlation 623 between nucleotide diversity (at 0-fold, 4-fold and intergenic sites) and gene density is also 624 observed, which could be interpreted as background selection only having weak effects in 625 Norway spruce. Variation in linked selection across the P. abies genome is thus also a likely 626 contributing factor explaining the low genetic diversity in the species. Finally, the unusually 627 low mutation rate, common to most conifers, is yet another factor that contributes to the low 628 species-wide diversity in P. abies. 629
Our results provide the first insights into whole-genome levels of variation in a conifer 630 species. This allows us to also assess patterns of variation with a substantially higher 631 resolution than earlier studies and lays the foundation for more accurate inferences in P. 632 abies. Our results suggest that both past demographic events as well as pervasive effects of 633 linked selection have important influences on genome-wide levels of diversity. Earlier studies 634 have suggested that demographic events could result in the detection of spurious signatures of 635 natural selection (Fay et al. 2001) while the presence of linked selection could also bias 636 inferences of demographic history (Slotte 2014). Thus new models that allow for the joint 637 estimation of demography and selection from genome-wide data are urgently needed to assess 638 the relative importance of demography and linked selection for explaining patterns of 639 genome-wide variation in genetic diversity in P. abies. 640
